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Effect of Bond Properties on the Behavior of
FRP-Strengthened RC Girders Subjected to
Monotonic and Cyclic Loads
by F. Lu and A. Ayoub
Synopsis: Externally bonded carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) is a feasible and economical
alternative to traditional methods for strengthening and stiffening deficient reinforced and prestressed
concrete bridge girders. The behavior of bond between FRP and concrete is the key factor controlling
the behavior of these structures. Several experiments showed that debonding failure occurs frequently
before FRP rupture and therefore the FRP strength can not be fully utilized. For design accuracy, the
FRP strength must be reduced. This paper analyzes the effect of the bond properties on the response
and failure modes of FRP-strengthened RC beams. A nonlinear RC beam element model with bondslip between the concrete and the FRP laminates is used to analyze a test specimen subjected to
monotonic and cyclic loads typical of seismic excitations, and to investigate the corresponding failure
mode, and whether it is due to FRP rupture, debonding, or concrete crushing. The model is considered
one of the earliest studies to numerically evaluate the behavior of FRP-strengthened girders under
seismic loads. The model was also used to study the reduction factor of FRP tensile strength of simply
supported strengthened RC girders due to debonding failure. This reduction factor seems to be
directly affected by the bond strength between FRP and concrete interface. The study concludes with a
numerical evaluation of the current ACI 440.2R guidelines for bond reduction factors.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials for flexural strengthening of reinforced concrete girders started
in the late 1970s. Since then FRP strengthening was established as an efficient and economical technique for repair
and rehabilitation of deteriorating RC structures. To understand the complex behavior and possible failure
mechanisms of FRP composite structures, extensive experimental investigations were carried out by different
researchers. Several failure modes were observed during these tests. These failure modes were classified in two
types by Thomsen (2004)1. Type one includes modes exhibiting composite action up to failure of the strengthened
beam, which could be due to concrete crushing, FRP rupture, or lack of shear resistance. Type two, on the other
hand, consists of failure due to loss of composite action. In this case either debonding between the FRP laminate and
concrete surface is observed, or end peeling takes effect, where the concrete cover in the region near the supports
peels off.
The expected failure mode of a strengthened RC girder depends on several parameters. These parameters include the
FRP plate length, plate width, plate stiffness, and loading type among others. The experimental results, however,
indicate that the most common failure mode is due to loss of composite action between the FRP and the concrete
girder. In this case, debonding occurs before FRP rupture, and the FRP strength can not therefore be fully utilized.
The ACI 440 guidelines2 for flexural strengthening with FRP composites recognized this fact and introduced a bond
reduction factor km for the FRP strength. This factor equals the effective FRP stress at failure divided by the original
FRP strength. The development of the proposed values for the bond reduction factor km was based mainly on
experimental investigations. Due to the large cost of experimental research, the proposed factor accounts only for a
limited number of parameters, and doesn’t take into account the value of the bond strength at the interface level.
There exists a need to conduct an analytical investigation, where an evaluation of the parameters affecting the
debonding failure is carefully examined. Before attempting to conduct this task, a brief review of recent work related
to behavior and failure of RC girders strengthened with FRP plates is presented first.
Six RC strengthened beams with different wrapping schemes and layers of FRP were tested under monotonic loads3.
The specimens showed three types of failure modes. The two-layer fully wrapped specimens failed after the fabric
reinforcement fractured. The specimens reinforced with three and four layers of fabric failed suddenly after crushing
of the concrete occurred. The partially wrapped specimens failed by delamination of the concrete below the
longitudinal steel reinforcement. For fully wrapped specimens (one to four layers), ductility was reduced with
increasing number of layers, probably due to failure of concrete in the compression regions. Furthermore, the
partially wrapped specimens exhibited a very undesirable failure mode. As the applied load increased, a horizontal
crack developed at the level of internal steel reinforcement, followed shortly by the delamination of concrete in the
bottom portion of the beam.
Additional experimental tests where debonding failure was observed were also reported4,5. End peeling was also
observed in several studies4,6,7. Other studies where failure was due to steel yielding followed by FRP rupture were
conducted8. Shear failure was also observed in several studies9. These studies revealed that assessment of the
expected failure mode of FRP-strengthened girders is rather complex.
The effect of bond on the overall behavior and failure of FRP composite structures prompted researchers to evaluate
the bond stress-slip characteristics of the FRP-concrete interface. Several pull-out tests with different layers of
CFRP laminates were conducted10. Failure occurred in the concrete-adhesive interface, with very little or no sign of
damage in the concrete surface. The bonded length did not affect the ultimate load, thus confirming the existence of
an effective length beyond which no additional stress is transferred. The number of plies used affected the failure
load, but the average of the ultimate loads of specimens with two plies was only 1.5 times of that of specimens with
one ply. Based on this work, a factor Kr to evaluate the effective maximum FRP strain was introduced. This factor
was a function of the FRP thickness and modulus only.
The influence of the concrete strength and the embedment length were analyzed in an experimental research11. The
bond strength (τmax) proved to have a tendency to decrease with the increment of the embedment length. The
influence of the concrete strength on maximum bond stress and reduction factor of FRP was marginal.
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Several analytical models to describe the bond stress-slip behavior of FRP-concrete interface were proposed. A
bond- slip model to quantify the different bonding mechanisms and describe the bond characteristics of FRP sheetconcrete interfaces was proposed12,13. Near-end supported (NES) single-shear pull tests were conducted14. Another
study used two bond stress-slip models, linear up to failure and bilinear models, along with a fracture mechanicsbased approach to solve the stress transfer problem of pull-out specimens15. The study concluded that bilinear
models give better correlation with experimental findings in describing both the interfacial bond stress distribution
and the effective stress transfer length.
A critical review and assessment of different bond-slip models was presented by Lu et al. (2005)16. In this study, a
set of three new bond–slip models were also proposed. A closed-form analytical solution for the bond slip analysis
of beams strengthened with full or partial FRP wraps based on beam theory with a shear deformable adhesive layer
was developed17. The results showed that the solution converges to the limiting cases of perfect bond and no bond
using high and low interface shear modulus, respectively.
A non-linear finite element analysis of RC beam strengthened with externally bonded FRP plate was developed18.
The local constitutive models of cracked concrete and shear transfer model were used to predict load-deformation
relation, ultimate load, and even the failure mode of the beam. The FEM analysis could also capture the cracking
process for both shear-flexural peeling and end peeling modes, similar to the experiment results.
A series of shallow RC beams strengthened with steel and FRP plates were analyzed19. The study relies on a simple
and accurate displacement-based fiber frame element with bond slip between the RC beam and the strengthening
plate. The results of the analysis showed that failure of the strengthened RC beams was always initiated by plate
debonding. Debonding occurred somewhere between the point of load application and the plate end.
RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
The objective of the study is to evaluate the effect of the bond properties on the behavior and failure mode of FRPstrengthened concrete girders subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. Evaluation of ACI-440
specifications for bond reduction factors is also conducted. In order to simulate the nonlinear response of FRPstrengthened concrete members under both monotonic and cyclic loads, a nonlinear finite element model capable of
simulating all possible failure modes is presented in this paper. The model is based on fiber discretization, and is
described in the next section. The model is considered one of the earliest studies aimed at numerically evaluating the
behavior of FRP-strengthened girders under seismic loads. The model was added to the library of elements of the
finite element program FEAP20.
FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION OF FRP-STRENGTHENED RC BEAMS
The finite element formulation of the FRP-strengthened beam starts by considering the strong form equations of the
problem. The model accounts for the bond-slip behavior at the interface between the concrete and FRP sheets, but
neglect shear deformations. The equilibrium equations of the element are presented first.
Equilibrium
Consider an element of length dx of an RC beam section reinforced with one sheet, as shown in Figure (1). The
equations of equilibrium for the beam are:
Concrete beam

FRP sheet

N c , x = bq

V, x = − wy

(1-a)

N FRP , x = −bq

(1-b)

(1)

M , x = −V + hN c , x
N c , and N FRP are the axial forces in the concrete and FRP sheet respectively, qb is the bond stress, b is
the section width, wy is the applied external load, V is the shear force, M is the bending moment, h is the distance
where

between the resultant concrete compressive stresses and the FRP sheet, and a comma denotes derivation.
The total external moment, M t , will be resisted by the moment in the concrete beam, M , plus the couple arising
from the axial forces in the concrete and FRP sheet, which are equal:
Substituting in (1-a), we get:

M t = M − hN c
M t , xx = − wy

(2)
(3)
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Equations (1-3) represent the equilibrium equations of the axial and flexural forces, respectively. Writing the
equilibrium equations in matrix form:

LT D ( x) − LTb b q( x) = w
where

(4)

D( x) = [ N c ( x) N FRP ( x) M ( x)]

T

ª d / dx
º
«
»
L=«
d / dx
»
«¬
d 2 / dx 2 »¼
Lb = [1 −1 hd / dx ]
w = ª¬0 0 wy º¼

(5)

(6)

(7)

T

(8)

L is a 3x3 differential operator, Lb is a 1x3 differential operator, b is the beam width,
and w is a 1x3 load vector.
Compatibility:
The compatibility equations relate the strain in both the FRP sheet and concrete to the derivative of their
corresponding axial displacement, and the section curvature to the second derivative of the transverse displacement.
They are grouped in the following matrix form:
Lu( x ) − d ( x ) = 0
(9)
where

u( x) = [uc ( x) u FRP ( x) v( x) ]

T

and

d ( x) = [ε c ( x) ε FRP ( x) χ ( x)]

T

(10)
(11)

uc is the concrete axial displacement, uFRP is the FRP axial displacement, v is the transverse displacement, ε c is
the concrete axial strain, ε FRP is the FRP axial strain, and χ is the curvature. L is the differential operator defined
in (4).
The slip between the FRP sheet and the concrete bottom fiber

Sb ( x) is calculated as follows:
S b ( x ) = L b u( x )
(12)

Where

Lb is as defined in (4).

Constitutive laws:
The present model uses fiber discretization to describe section behavior, and an interface element to model bond
between FRP and concrete. The section constitutive law is:
D( x ) = f sec d ( x )
(13)
where D(x) and d(x) are as defined before, and fsec is a nonlinear function that describes the section force
deformation response. The section force deformation relation is determined through fiber integration. The fibers are
either concrete, steel, or FRP.
The bond constitutive law for the interface between FRP and concrete is:

qb ( x) = f bond [ Sb ( x)]
where

(14)

qb ( x ) and Sb (x) are as defined before, and fbond is a nonlinear function that describes the bond stress slip

relation.
Material constitutive laws for the main components of the FRP-strengthened reinforced concrete beam, namely
steel, concrete, FRP and bond have to be accurately determined. The concrete uniaxial constitutive law used is based
on the model by Kent and Park21. The model accounts for successive stiffness degradation for both the unloading
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and reloading branches, as shown in Figure (2). The steel uniaxial stress-strain law used is based on the model by
Menegotto and Pinto22 as modified by Filippou et al.23 to include isotropic hardening. The model, shown in Figure
(3), accounts for Bauschinger effects under reversed loading and in general has proven to agree well with
experimental results of reinforcing bars under cyclic loading conditions. The FRP laminate is modeled as elastobrittle material. The stress is linear up to the tensile strength and drops sharply to zero, representing the fracture of
the FRP laminate as shown in Figure (4).
Bond stress-slip relations are usually based on data from experiments such as pull-out tests. For the bond between
the concrete and the FRP strengthening plate, a 3 stage multi-linear model was proposed 13,16, as show in Figure (5).
This model proved to agree well with experimental results, and was used successfully by various researchers. The
behavior of the interfacial bond under cyclic loads typically follows a stiffness degrading pinching model 24. A
pinching model that accounts for stiffness and strength degradation under cyclic load reversals is proposed in this
study, and is shown in Figure (6). The parametrs α and k used in the model are typically assumed to equal 0.5. The
model was used in several earlier studies 25,26, and agree well with data obtained from cyclic pull-out tests of FRP
sheets 27, as shown in Figures (7) and (8).
Finite Element Formulation
In a nonlinear finite element formulation, the structure is subdivided into discrete elements. Consistent linearization
of the governing differential equations for a single element is used to derive the element stiffness matrix and
resisting load vector. The structure stiffness matrix and resisting load vector is then assembled from the element
contributions following well established principles of structural analysis. The resulting system of equations is solved
by an iterative solution strategy, commonly of Newton-Raphson type. In this solution strategy, the linearized system
of equations about the current state of the structure is solved for the unknown increments of the primary variables.
The iteration continues until convergence is satisfied within a specified tolerance. The solution then advances to the
next load step. The formulation for a single Newton-Raphson iteration denoted by i is based on the following steps:
(1)
Assuming a predefined displacement field u(x) along the finite element
u( x ) = a ( x ) v
(15)

u( x) is the vector of displacements at point x defined in (9), a ( x ) is a 3 by nd matrix of displacement
interpolation functions, nd is the number of degrees of freedom of the finite element, and v is the vector of
where

displacement degrees of freedom of the finite element.
(2) Deriving the weighted integral form of the equilibrium equations

[

L

]

T
T
i
T
i
³ δu ( x) L D ( x) − L b bq ( x) − w dx = 0

0

(16)

where δ u( x ) is a weighting function. For the sake of simplicity the effect of element loads w is not pursued further
in this study. Integrating by parts twice the first term in (16), and substituting the incremental force-deformation
relation of the section and bond interface respectively results in
L

[

]

[

L

]

i
i −1
i
i −1
i −1
i −1
T
T
T
T
³ L δu ( x ) k s Δd + D dx + ³ L b δu ( x ) bk b ΔS b + bq dx = BT (17)

0

where

0

k s and kb are the section and bond stiffness terms respectively and are evaluated from the functions fsec and

fbond respectively , BT is a boundary term, and D and q are the section and bond resisting loads respectively.
(3) Substituting the predefined displacement shape functions into the weak form (17), and using a Galerkin
approach for the weighting functions yields

(K

i −1
s

)

+ K bi −1 Δui = P − Q s

i −1

− Qib−1

(18)

Where

Ks

i −1

L

= ³ BT ( x)ks ( x)B( x)dx
0

i −1

(19)
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L

K ib−1 = ³ BTb ( x) ρ kbi −1 ( x)Bb ( x)dx

(20)

0

Qs

i −1

L

= ³ BT Di −1 ( x)dx

(21)

0

L

Qib−1 = ³ BTb ( x) ρ q i-1 ( x)dx

(22)

B( x ) = La( x )

(23)

B b ( x ) = L ba ( x )

(24)

0

i −1

K s is the section element stiffness matrix, K ib−1 is the bond interface element stiffness matrix, Q s
i −1

section element resisting load vector, Q b is the bond interface element resisting load vector; B( x ) ,

i −1

is the

Bb ( x) and P

is the vector of applied external loads.
VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL MODEL
To validate the finite element model, a correlation study with the specimen tested at the University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia, by Zarnic and his coworkers5 is conducted.
The material properties and geometry of the specimen are shown in Tables (1) and (2) and Figure (9). The CFRP
plates were 50 mm wide and 1.2 mm thick. The symmetry is taken advantage of by simulating only half of the
beam. A total of 12 finite elements are used along the beam in order to obtain accurate and detailed results.
According to the mechanical properties of the epoxy resin used in the experimental tests5, a bond elastic stiffness of
2,384 MPa/mm was assumed for the numerical investigation. The bond strength was assumed to equal 5.0 MPa.
Figure (10) shows the experimental load-deformation5 and the numerical results provided by Thomsen et al.1, while
Figure (11) shows the analytical results using the proposed model. By comparing Figures (10) and (11), it is rather
obvious that the numerical load-deformation results of the CFRP strengthened RC beam matches well with the
experimental results.
Figure (12) shows the bond force distribution along the FRP-concrete interface provided by Thomsen et al.1. The
bond force per unit length equals the bond stress times the width of the section. Figure (13) shows the analytical
bond stress distribution using the proposed finite element model. In both Figures (12) and (13), it was observed that
the maximum value of bond stress occurred in the region near the point of load application.
The analysis of the specimen was repeated under cyclic loading conditions expected during seismic excitations. The
resulting load-deformation behavior is shown in Figure (14). The response clearly revealed a degradation in strength
under cyclic load reversals.
CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOND REDUCTION FACTOR
Before the discussion of the effect of the bond properties on the behavior of FRP-strengthened girders, the km bond
reduction factor will be introduced according to the guidelines of committee ACI-4402 (ACI 440.2R-02). km is a
reduction factor of FRP ultimate strength due to debonding failure. In order to prevent debonding of the FRP
laminate, a limitation is placed on the strain level developed in the laminate. Equation (25) and (26) give the
expression for the bond-dependent coefficient km.
nE f t f ·
 1 §
° 60ε ¨© 1 − 2, 000, 000 ¸¹ ≤ 0.90 for nE f t f ≤ 1, 000, 000
° fu
(25)
− − − − − − − − − US
km = ®
1 § 500, 000 ·
°
≤ 0.90 for nE f t f > 1, 000, 000
°¯ 60ε fu ¨© nE f t f ¸¹
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nE f t f ·
 1 §
° 60ε ¨ 1 − 360, 000 ¸ ≤ 0.90 for nE f t f ≤ 180, 000
¹
° fu ©
− − − − − − − − − − − − SI
km = ®
1 § 90, 000 ·
°
≤ 0.90 for nE f t f > 180, 000
° 60ε fu ¨ nE f t f ¸
¯
©
¹

(26)

The term km, expressed in Equation (25) and Equation (26), is a factor no greater than 0.90 that may be multiplied
by the rupture strain of the FRP laminate to reach a strain limitation to prevent debonding. The km factor equals
ffe/ffu, where ffe is the maximum FRP stress at debonding and ffu is the FRP design strength. The number of plies n
used in this equation is the number of plies of FRP flexural reinforcement at the location along the length of the
member where the moment strength is being computed. This term recognizes that laminates with greater stiffnesses
are more prone to delamination. Thus, as the stiffness of the laminate increases, the strain limitation becomes more
severe. For laminates with a unit stiffness nEftf greater than 1,000,000 lb/in (180,000 N/mm), km places an upper
bound on the total force that can be developed in the laminate, regardless of the number of plies. The width of the
FRP laminate is not included in the calculation of the unit stiffness, nEftf, because an increase in the width of the
FRP results in a proportional increase in the bond area. The km term is only based on a generally recognized trend
and on the experience of engineers practicing the design of bonded FRP systems.
ACI 440 is currently developing new specifications for bond reduction factor. Accordingly, the FRP strain level at
which debonding may occur, ε fd is evaluated as follow:

ε

fd

= 0.083

f c'
≤ 0.9ε fu − − − − − − − − − US
nE f t f

f c'
ε fd = 0.41
≤ 0.9ε fu − − − − − − − − − SI
nE f t f
The effective FRP stress, ffe, in case failure is governed by debonding is:
f fe = E f ε fd

(27)

(28)

(29)

Both, the original and new expressions, do not take into account the properties of the bond interface between the
FRP and concrete.
BOND BETWEEN FRP AND CONCRETE SURFACE
There are several factors that can affect the bond stress between the FRP and concrete surface, such as the adhesive
properties and the surface preparation. The ultimate bond stress is the key parameter that determines when the
debonding failure occurs, and directly affects the value of ffe/ffu. From experimental pull-out tests, the ultimate bond
stress typically varies from 2 MPa to 6 MPa.
In order to assess the effect of the ultimate bond stress on the behavior and failure mode of FRP-strengthened
girders, a series of numerical studies on a representative specimen is undertaken using the proposed finite element
model. The selected specimen has the same geometry as the one tested in [5] and described earlier. The specimen is
analyzed under different bond strength values. For each case, the value of the bond reduction factor km is evaluated
as the ratio of the recorded FRP stress to the FRP strength.
Figure (15) shows that the load-deformation response of the beams with different bond strength values follows the
same equilibrium path, varying only at the point of failure. The bond stress-slip behavior in this case is assumed to
be elasto-brittle up to the bond stress which is referred to as bond model I, following the assumption of Thomsen et
al. in [1]. The elastic bond stiffness was assumed to equal 2384 MPa/mm10. Figure (16) shows the value of ffe/ffu for
different values of ultimate bond stress, varying from 2 MPa to 5 MPa. The value of ffe/ffu is almost linearly
increasing when the bond stress increases. The analysis for the case of an ultimate bond stress greater than 5 MPa is
not show in this figure, because in this case, concrete failure occurs before debonding failure.
The previous analysis is repeated taking into account the bond ductility. The trilinear bond stress-slip model was
therefore used, which is referred to as bond model II. The hardening slope was assumed to equal 1%, and the slip at
the start and end of the softening branch were assumed to equal 0.12 mm and 0.3 mm respectively 10. Figure (17)
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shows the response of the strengthened beam with increasing values of bond strength. The plot revealed that the
bond ductility did not have an effect on the global response of the beam. It did have an effect though on the observed
failure mode and the effective FRP stress, since it allowed for excessive slip values to occur along the beam length.
Figure (18) shows the value of ffe/ffu for different ultimate bond stresses ranging from 2 MPa to 3 MPa. The value of
ffe/ffu was larger than that of the brittle bond, although it also shows a linearly increasing trend. However, when the
bond strength is larger than 3 MPa, it was observed that failure was governed by concrete crushing rather than
debonding.
In order to evaluate the effect of degradation on the ffe/ffu ratio, the analysis using bond model II is repeated under
cyclic loads expected during seismic excitations. Figure (19), which shows the response with increasing values of
bond strength, revealed that the strengthened beams also followed the same equilibrium path, varying only at the
point of failure. Figure (20) shows the value of ffe/ffu in this case for different ultimate bond stresses ranging from 2
MPa to 3 MPa. The figure revealed that degradation under cyclic loads had a much greater effect on specimens with
low bond strength than on those with higher bond strength values.
EVALUATION OF ACI-440 GUIDELINES
Figure (21) presents a comparison between the computed values of ffe/ffu for the given specimen as a function of the
interface bond strength, and the km expression given by ACI-440.2R-02. While the ACI-440 equation accounts for
nE f tf, it does not account for the bond strength between FRP and concrete. Therefore, the bond reduction factor
evaluated using ACI-440 guidelines in this case is constant and equals km=0.41. The value of ffe/ffu evaluated
numerically however, varies as a function of the bond strength. For the ductile bond model, the computed km factor
is higher than the one evaluated using the original ACI-440 expression by 0.08 if the bond strength equals 2 MPa,
and by 0.2 if the bond strength equals 3 MPa. Failure in the case of a bond strength greater than 3 MPa is typically
due to concrete crushing. If cyclic degradation is accounted for, the computed values are higher than the ACI-440
values by 0.01 and 0.18 if the bond strength is 2 MPa and 3 MPa respectively. These results show that the original
ACI-440 guidelines seem to be on the conservative end if compared to the values using a ductile bond model. For
the brittle bond model, the computed km values seem to be lower than those evaluated using ACI-440 guidelines. In
this case, the ACI-440 guidelines appeared to be on the un-conservative end. The new expression proposed by ACI
440 appears to be even more conservative, as it predicts a km value of 0.27.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The paper analyzes the effect of the bond properties on the response and failure modes of FRP-strengthened RC
beams subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. A nonlinear RC beam element model with bond-slip
between the concrete and the FRP laminates was developed and used to analyze a beam specimen in order to
evaluate the current bond design specifications for RC bridge beams strengthened with FRP laminates.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the study:
 The original ACI-440 expression for bond reduction factors seems to be on the conservative end if compared to
the results of a trilinear bond stress-slip model, while it appears to be on the un-conservative end if compared to
the results using an elasto-brittle bond model. The new expression proposed by ACI 440 appears to be even
more conservative. If bond ductility is considered, it appears that a more efficient use of FRP could be allowed
than what currently is being proposed.
 The bond strength of the interface between the FRP sheets and concrete surface has a great effect on the value
of the bond reduction factor.
 Cyclic degradation expected during seismic excitations appears to have a great effect on the value of the bond
reduction factor, particularly for specimens with low bond strength values. This effect needs to be accounted for
in design guidelines.
 As evidenced by several numerical studies, larger ultimate bond stress allows a more efficient use of FRP. Once
the ultimate bond stress exceeds a specific value, the failure mode tends to occur due to concrete crushing or
FRP rupture.
 The current study, however, was based on analysis of a specific specimen with rectangular section. Further
numerical studies on specimens with different geometries and cross sections, and additional correlations with
experimental data are needed before confirming the accuracy of the given results. Furthermore, accurate
evaluation using advanced experimental techniques of the value of the bond strength at the interface between
the FRP and concrete is necessary in order to better calibrate the analytical model.
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Table 1 - CFRP Properties
Property
Value
Units
Tensile strength
Modulus of elasticity
Thickness

1800
140
1.2

MPa
GPa
mm

Table 2 - Section and Material Properties
Property Value Units
As
339
mm2
As’
226
mm2
fy
460
MPa
Es
f’c
Ec

210
25
25

GPa
MPa
GPa

wy

V

V + dV

Nc

h

Nc + dNc

M + dM

M

q
NFRP

NFRP+dNFRP

dx
Figure 1 - Reinforced Concrete Beam Segment Strengthened with FRP Sheet
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Figure 2 - Kent and Park Concrete Uniaxial Material Model in Compression
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Figure 3 - Menegotto-Pinto Steel Model
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Figure 4 - FRP Model

Figure 5 - Bond–Slip Monotonic Model
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Figure 6 - Bond-Slip Cyclic Model

Figure 7 – Experimental Cyclic Bond Stress-Slip Relationship (from [27])
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Figure 8 – Analytical Cyclic Bond Stress-Slip Relationship
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Figure 9 - Section and Geometry Information of Zarnic RC Beam

Figure 10 - Experimental Response of RC Beam (from [1])
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Figure 11 - Numerical Response of RC Beam

Figure 12 - Bond Force Distribution by Thomsen et al. (2004) (from [1])
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Figure 13 - Bond Force Distribution using Proposed Model
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Figure 14 - Cyclic Response of Zarnic RC Beam
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Figure 15 - Load- Deformation Response with Different Bond Strength Values
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Figure 16 - Relationship of Bond Stress and Value of ffe/ffu (Brittle Bond)
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Figure 17 - Load- Deformation Response with Different Bond Strength Values
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Figure 18 - Relationship of Bond Stress and Value of ffe/ffu (Ductile Bond)
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Figure 19 - Cyclic Load- Deformation Response with Different Bond Strength Values
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Figure 20 - Relationship of Bond Stress and Value of ffe/ffu (Cyclic Bond)
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Figure 21 - Influence of Bond Stress on Km Factor

